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It is proveO that there are no nor)trivial pc:feet (e. n. q~-codes if e ~ 3 and q = p;p',, where p, 
and p. are distinct primes anti r and .~; are positive integers. 
I. Introduct ion 
Consider perfect e-error-correcting codes of length n o,~er an alphabet of q 
elements or, briefly, perfect (e, n, q)-codes (for terminology, history and references, 
see [8]). It was shown some years ago that there are no unknown perfect 
(e, n, q)-codes if q is a power of a prime. On the other hand, it is an open problem 
whether there are nontrivial (i.e. () < e < n) perfect (,', n, q)-codes over an alphabet 
F whose cardinality q is not a prime power. It i.,; known [6] that if such a code exists. 
it can not I,e a subgroup of F". Further, it has been shown in [11] that if the integer., 
e( ~> 2) and q are fixed, the number of the n's such that a perfect (e, n, q)-code exists 
is finite, and in [1] that for every q there is a limit e(q) such that if a no, ntrivial 
perfect (e, n, q)-code exists then e < e(q). In addition, nonexistence proofs exist in 
the following caces: 
(i) e=l ,  q=6,  n=715] ,  
(ii) e = 2. q = 6 [7, p. 981, 
(i!i) e = 2, q -: 10 [91, 
(iv) e ~ 2, q = 2 '3 '  t,-]. 
(v) e = 2, q = 2'P] with some restrictions or q = 15 [111, 
(vi) e = 3 (1 01,1111). 
In cases (i) -(v) q is the form 2'p.',, where pz is a prime, and in most case~ e = ?.. Wc 
now solve the nonexistence problem for all q's of the form p;p~ in case e :-~ 3 b) 
proving the following theorem. 
*The research of the author was supported in part by a grant from the British Science Research 
Council. 
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Theorem 1.1. There are no nontrivial perfect (e, n, q )-codes if e >~ 3 and q = p [p~ 
where p, and p2 are distinct primes and r and s are positive integers. 
The main tools of the proof are, as usual, Lloyd's theorem and the sphere- 
packing bound. The main ideas of tkc proof can be described in the following way. 
Assume that q = p'~p',., e ~> 3 and a perfect (e, n, q)-code exists. By (vi) we may 
assume that e ~4.  If e = 4, we show (cf. [11, Section 6 B]) that usually only one of 
the zeros x. of the Lloyd's polynomial can be divisible by p, (j = 1, 2) and therefore 
m:ually some x, and thus also n must be small. If e >~ 5, we ~how that there are x, 
and x, such that gcd(x, xj) and so I x~ - xj ! is large compared with n'a. Using the 
:~,,.ihod of [ 12, Section 3] we can then show that n must be small. But, on the other 
hand, using some divisibility properties we can show (Lemma 2.4 of this paper) that 
n must be large. Thus we have :a contradiction. 
2o Lemmas 
Lenstra [6], Delsarte [4] and Biggs [3] have proved the following generalization 
of Lloyd's theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. If a nontrivial perfect (e, n, q)-code exists then the polynomial 
has e distinct zeros, say xi, xz, . . . ,  x~, which are integers in [ I, n -  1]. 
The following two lemmas are due to van Lint (see, e.g., [9, pp. 160 and 164]). 
Lemma 2.2. I f  a nontrivial perfect (e, n, q )-code exists then 
xl + x2 + ' .  "+ xe = e(n - e)(q - 1)/q + e(e + 1)/2, (2) 
x,x2. . .x~ =elo-'~,=o (7) (q -  1)', (3) 
c_a b x,x2""  x,, = p,p~, (4) 
where c = max {k : k I e !  gcd(k .q )= 1} and a and b are nonnegative integers. 
Lernma 2.3. If a nontriviai perfect (e, n, q).code exists lhen [or every i 
x, ~>((n - e + 1)(q - 1)i~- e)/(q + e - 1), 
i.e. 
n <~ x, ~ e - 1 + e (x , -  l)/(q - 1). (5) 
L::~ma 2.4. Assume that a nontrivial perfect (e, n, q)-code exists. I f  p is a online 
and p ~ I q, we have 
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n > pa , , - l (e  l)/pi-I(e--t)/p21 ...... (6) 
Proof (cf. [13, p. 4]). It is known [7, pp. I11 and 113] that L , (n)  = ( -  1)" ( . , ; ' )and A., 
the coefficiert of x" in L~(x), equals ( -  l ) 'q ' /e ! .  Hence 
IXI (n  - x , )=  h ; ' L~(n)  = q- ' (n  - ! ) (n  - 2 ) . . - (n  - e )  
t= ' l  
(7) 
and so p*  divides (n -  l ) (n -  2) .... (n -  e). This implies the assertion. 
Lemma 2.5. Let max{p~',p~}~5 and e >t4. I f  a nontrivial perfect {e,n,q) -code 
exists then 
n < 69(e" + e)(2 + a)2/64(2q - 3)a 2 
where a = (max x, - rain x,)/min x, when the max imum and the min imum are taken 
over all i's. 
Proof. Let max x~ be equal to x, and min x, be equal to x,.. Hence a = (xt - x:)/x2 
and so 
Put 
x,x,  = (1 - ct 2/(2 + a)2)((x, + x,)/2) 2. (8) 
a 51(2 + a):  =/J. (9) 
Then we find, by (8) and the arithmetic-mean-geometric-mean inequality, 
x , . . .  x, ~< (I - /3)((x,  + x:)/2)2((x, + . . .  + x,)/(e - 2))'-: 
~< (1 - /3 ) ( (x ,  + . . . .  i- x , ) /e ) ' .  
On the other band, it follows from :(2) and (3) that 
¢- I  
x , " 'x , ( (x ,+. . .+  x,)/e)-" >~ I-I (1 + (y - / ) / (n  - y)), 
j ,,-0 
where 
(io) 
y = e -- q(e + l)/2(q - 1), 
and hence (see [12, pp. 91-92]) 
x , . . .  x.,((x,+ .... + x, , ) /e)" ~ 1 - ,5 - (q -  2)q82/16 (1I) 
where 
m 
8 = (e 2 + e)1(2(7 - 1)n - (q - 2)e + q). (12) 
The inequalities (10) and (11) imply 
/3 ~< 8 + (q - 2),t82/16. (13) 
Let p,, be the larger of the numbers pl' and p,b Her, ce p" .>I 5. Further, by (6) 
n > 5 °''i>~4 I> 53('- 'U'q/4 iif pd = 5 and n > p2O, l.a.l > pS(2,,,-2~+iq if p'~ > 5, and thus 
in each case 
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n > 2q(e :  4. e)/5 
and so (cf. [7, p. 116]) 
n > (q - 2)e. 
By (12) and (15) 
8<e,  
where  
e = (e" + e)/(2q - 3)n, 
and by (17) and (14) 
(q - 2)qe2/16 = (q - 2)q(e ~ + e)e /16(2q  - 3)n < 5e/64. 
Now the inequalities (13,) (16), (18) and (17) Imply 
¢~ t . , , .  i" . 2 ~, < o~,e + e)/64(2q - 3)n, 
and then the assertion follow.q from (19) and (9). 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(I::)) 
3. Proof  of Themrem 1.~ in the case e = 4 
Van Lint [7. p. 112] has shown that 
( )( L , (x )=( -1 ) '~x~, ( - l yq '  , - x n - j -  I 
joo j e - 1 " 
Using this form we find rather easily the elementary symmetric functions of the x, 's 
in case e = 4 (cf. [11, p, 4]): 
S, (x~, . . . , x4)= S , (n  - 3 , . . . ,n ) -4q- ' (n  - 4) (20) 
S~(x,  . . . . .  x,,) = S2(n  - 3, . . . .  n ) -  4q - ' (n  - 4)S~(n - 2, n - 1, n )  
+ 6q-:(n - 4)(n - 3) (21~) 
S, (x ,  . . . . .  x~) = S3(n - 3 . . . .  , n ) -  4q - ' (n  - 4)$2(n - 2, n - 1, n) 
+6q-~(n-4) (n -3 ) (2n  - 1 ) -4q~(n-4) (n -3 ) (n -2 ) .  (22) 
Assume now that a nontriviai perfect (4, n, q)-code exists. Hence the.. numbe'rs 
(20), (21) and (22) are integers. 
Let p (>5)  be a prime factor of q. If pt[{q we know by (20) and (7) that 
p ' t l (n  -4 )  and thus by (22) 
S~(x , , . . . , x , ) -  S3(n - 3,. . . ,  n ) -  ~ $3(1, . . ,4 )= 50(mod p). 
Hence p does not divide S3(xs, .... x,)  and so 
(i) at most one of the x,'s is divisible by p. 
If 51q we find in a similar way 
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S2(x, . . . . .  x , ) -  $2(1 . . . .  ,4 )= 35 (mod25) 
S, (x , , . . . , x4) -  S,(l, .... 4 )= 10(mod 125). 
(23) 
(24) 
If at least two of the x, 's are divisible by 5 then by (23) at least three of them are 
divisible by 5 and further by (24) all of them are divisible by 5. But then 
251S2(x,,. . . ,x4) which contradicts (23). Hence 
(ii) at most one of the x,'s is divisible by 5. 
If 3 is a divisor of q and .., tlq then, by (20), (21) and (22), 3 v I (n - 4). Hence 
S2(x,, .. . .  x4) -= 35 # 0 (rood 3) 
and so 
(iii) at most two of the x ' s  are divisible by 3. 
By the result of [2] we may assume that p2 ~ 5. Hence we know, by (i) and OiL 
that at most one of the x,'s, say x~, is divisible by p2. If p, = 2 we may write 
x, = c,2~'(i = 1,2,3) where c~c2c3<~ c = 3 and so at least two of the c,'s are equal. 
Hence ot I> 1 and thus by Lemma 2.5 and the inequality 2q - 3 ~ 1 7 we have n < 13 
which contradicts Lemma 2.4. If p, ~ 3 we know by (i), (ii) and (iii) that one of the 
x,'s is a divisor: of 24 and so by (5) n ~< 33 which also contradicts Lemma 2.4. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. in the case e ~> 5 
Suppose that a nontrivial perfect (e, n, q)-code exists. Then by (4) 
a b x,x2 • • " x. = cp,p2,  
where we may assume by [2] that the larger of the numbers pt and p.., say p2. is I> 5. 
Let 
_ _ a , _  b~ X, = c ,p ,p2  (i = 1 . . . . .  e), 
where for every igcd(c , ,  q)= I, and let us index the numbers x, in such a way that 
bi ~> b21>"" >~ b, and a, -< a,., if b, = b,+l. 
I~ tnere is an integer j such that a, > a,., then b, > bj. ,  and so 
- -  m G!p "" a i , xl /x~., >~ c~p, 'p , /c , .  ,. 
Since we may suppose that x, /x , . ,  -~ 11/10 (otherwise Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 lead to a 
contradiction), we thus have 
Since 
p';,"-°, ;~ lOc, p2/l lcj~, > 3c, /c / . , .  
at I" r rn ro fO,a  4 ,. I " a j  } 
gcd (x,, x , . , )=  god (c,, c,.,)p? '"~"'''': p~'" >/P,' 
we see thus that 
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e-I e-I 
H )x.- gcd(x,x,.,) 
H p~',min {1,3c,/c,+,}p~,.' 
:)/ .-'~ ( 3 ,=2 P ~'p c 
Hence 
and so 
3X2X3" " " X, - l /C 2. 
t - I  
H (Ix, - x,.,l/x,.~)~ 3/x.c 2 > 3/nc 2 
a=(maxx, -minx , ) / r r f inx ,~max( lx , -x .÷, l /x ,+, )>(3 /nc ' )  ' / ( ' - ' )  , ,.~.-, (25) 
Since Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 lead to a contradiction if a > 1/10, we may assume that 
a ~< 1/10. Thus, by Lemma 2.5 and the inequality (25), 
n < 5(e 2 + e)/(2q - 3)a ~ 
< 5(e 2 . e )n  2/('-!) c4 /~- ! ) / (2q-  3)3~/~-,  
Consequently 
n < (5(e" + e)/(2q - 3))"-')"'-3'(c"/3) ~''-3'. (26) 
Using inequalities e-~5.  c ~< e! and q~2p2~ 10 we can show by means of 
straightforward (but rather lengthy) calculations that (26) implies 
n < (e"15p~)"-"'-". (27) 
and it is not ver¢ hard to see that the inequalities (27) and (6) lead )o a contradiction 
in cases (i) p: ~ 11, e ~ 5, (ii) p2 = 7, e >~ 7, and (iii) p2 = 5, e ~ 10. Thus the only 
cases whict, are left are (iv) p2 - 7, 5 ~ e ~< 6, and (v) p2 -- 5, 5 ~ e ~< 9, and it is 
straightfo~,ward to show that in these cases (26) and (6) lead to a contradiction. 
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